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Let { W(x, y), x 2 0, y  > 0) be a Wiener process and let q(u, (x, y)) be its local 
time. The continuity of n in (x, y) is investigated, i.e., an upper estimate of the 
Process rl(l4 [X, x -I- a) X [ y, y  f b)) k given when a/J iS Small. 0 1985 Academic press, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let { W(x); x 2 0} be a Wiener process and for the Bore1 sets A c RI, 
Bc [0, co) let 
H(A, B) = i{s: s E B, W(s) E A} 
be the occupation time of W where I is the Lebesgue measure. Define the 
local time q(u, B) of W by 
5 q(u, B) du = f&4, B). A 
For the sake of simplicity we also introduce the following notations: 
?(U> x)= rl(4 co, x)), fw, xl = w-4 L-0, Xl)> 
u[&]=(u-&,u+&), m x) = v(x). 
On the continuity modulus of q the following is known. 
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THEOREM A. 
l/2 U.S., (1) 
?(h, x)-r(x) 
““h’:tp (h log ,og h-1)1/2 = 2(rl(x)) 
112 U.S. [6, 81, (2) 
lim 
h\O O,::?-h (hl0g h-*)1’2 
U.S. [S], 
lim rl(u, (x, x + h)) 
h\O ,,:;-, ‘tp (2h 10g h-‘)‘12 = ’ 
as. [7, 21. 
(3) 
(4) 
Let ( W(x, y); x 2 0, y 2 0} be a Wiener sheet and for the Bore1 sets 
AcR’,Bc[O,co)x[O,co)let 
H(A, B) = A{ (s, t): (s, t) E B, W(s, t) E A} 
be the occupation time of W where I is the Lebesgue measure on [O, co) x 
[0, co). Define the local time n(u, B) of W by 
I q(u, B) du = H(A, B). A 
On the increments of q the following is known: 
THEOREM B. For any fixed E > 0,b > 0 we have 
lim SUP SUP SUP 
h\O a>o.p>o E<s<s+a<l u 
a@<h &<IClfj3<1 
andforanyfixeds>O,t>OandO<.z<l 
lim SUP h"-'Mu+4 (s, t))-v(u, (s, t))l =O as. [9]. (6) 
As is well known for any fixed y > 0 we have 
{y-1’2w(x, y);x20} 2 {w(x);xzo}. (7) 
Let Y],~(u, B) (y, > 0, fixed) be the local time of the process { W(x, yo); 
x20). Then by (7) one can get 
{r,~~,(u, B);ueR’, Bc [0, CCI)] 2 {~;“~n(uy,“~, B);~ER’, BC [0, a)]. 
(8) 
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The connection between the processes qy(u, x) and q(u; (x, y)) was 
studied by Davydov [3] who proved the following natural but non-trivial 
THEOREM C. For any 0 < y, < y, < CC we have 
and consequently for 0 < x1 < x2 -C co 
(9) 
2. WRONG PROOFS OF Two WRONG (?)THEOREMS 
By (4) and (7) for any fixed y > 0 we have 
lim yl,iu, Cx, x + h)) 
h\o ,,4:;?-hs:p (2h log h-‘)1’2 =’ 
-l/2 as. (10) 
Hence for any tI > 0 if h is small enough we have 
sup sup SUPrl(U, Cs,s+a)x IIt, t+P)) 




= sup sup sup ~,(~~ CG s + Co) dy 
t 
s f+B < sup sup sup ((2+8)aloga-‘)“2y-1’2dy f 
=2(2+8)“*sup ~upsup(aloga-~)“~ [(t+j?)“2-t112] 
< 2(2 + 0)“‘sup sup sup(ap)“’ (log a-1)1’2, 
Without loss of generality one can assume that a>, 8. Having this 
assumption one gets 
sup sup sup(ap)“2 (log a-1)1’2 d sup sup sup(afi)“* (log(a~)-1’2)1’2 
=2-‘~*(hl0gh-‘)‘/~. 
Hence we obtained the following 
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WRONG (?)THEOREM 1. 
lim sup sup sup sup 
h\O a>o,pso o<s<s+ac1 u 
ar$<h ocr<r+f?<1 
with probability 1. 
Assuming that s and t are bounded away from 0 (s, t 2 E) and assuming 





< /?((2 + 0) a log a-1)1’2 &-‘I2 
<c-112(2 + 0)“’ (a/I)“” (log(a&“2)1’2 
<(2~)-“~ (2+6’)1’2 h3’4(log h-1)1’2. 
Hence we obtained our 
WRONG (?) THEOREM 2. For any 0 < E < 1 we have 
lim sup sup sup sup 
h\O or>o,&?>o &ss<s+agl u 
afY<h &=sr<r+~gl 
with probability 1. 
Observe that in the wrong proofs of our wrong (?) Theorems we used 
(10) uniformly in y, which has never been proved. However, if one can 
prove that (10) holds uniformly in y then we can get a correct proof of the 
above formulated two theorems. Hence we formulate our 
WRONG (?)THEOREM 3. 
lim sup sup 
sup y,,2 v.v(w (A x + h)) = l 
h\O O<y<l ObrGl-h u (2hlogh-‘)“’ 
with probability 1. 
Very likely the latter theorem is wrong indeed. In the next section we 
prove a weaker version of it. In Section 4 we formulate our results. In fact 
weaker versions of Wrong (?) Theorems 1 and 2 will be given. We conjec- 
ture that our Wrong (?) Theorem 1 is not but our Wrong (?) Theorem 2 is 
correct as stated above. 
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3. ON WRONG (?)THEOREM 3 
The main aim of this section is to prove our 
THEOREM 1. With probability one we have 
lim sup sup SUP SUP Y 
1/2 ?yb~ (~9 x + h)) = o 
h\O ch6yG.l --oo<u< +m O<x<l-h h”2(log h-‘)3 
where C is a big enough positive constant. 
At first we prove several lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let {((a, b), 0 < a < b < 11 be a stochastic interval function 
continuous with probability one for which 
p{ Ha, b)l 2 v(b - a)“} < C, exp( - C2vs) 
for any 0 <a <b < 1, v > 0 where 0 <a < 1, /I > 0, C, and C2 are positive 
constants. Then for any E > 0 there exists a constant K = K(E) > 0 such that 
for any O<h< 1, v>O. 
Proof. For any 0 <x < 1 and positive integer r let x, = [2-‘x] and 
R=2’. Then for Oca<b<a+h<l we have 
IHa, b)l G Itfar, b,)l + f lt(a,+i, a,+j+ 111 
.i = 0 
+ f It(br+j,br+,+1)1, 
j=o 
(11) 
pi Rm,~;~,,, IUa,,b,)l 2v(h+R-‘)“} 
d R( Rh + 1) C1 exp( - C2vB), (12) 
p( SUP \<(a,+ j, a,+ j+ I)1 B U,2-“+j+ ‘*} 
R-‘<at? 1 
,<2 r+i+‘C, exp( -C,vf). (13) 
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Let u.= (C;‘~+D~)~‘~ and choose the integer R=2’ such that 
2R > Kh’* > R (where K is a positive constant specified later on). Then 








R(Rh+l)C,exp(-Czop)+2C, f 2’+j+‘exp(-C,uf) 
j=O 
<C,K(K+D+l)h-‘exp(-C,vS) (15) 
D=4 2 (2e-I)‘. 
j=O 
If K is big enough and u > 1 then 
v[(l + 2K-‘)*+ 2BK-“I+ 2AK-“< ~(1 +E) 
which proves our lemma with u 2 1 while it is trivially true for u E (0, 1). 
The following analogue of Lemma 1 can be proved in the same way. 
LEMMA 2. Let {((a, b), 0 ,< a < b < 1 } be a stochastic interval function 
continuous with probability one for which 
P{ [((a, b)I 2 u(b - a)‘} < C1 exp( - C2up) 
for any Oda<b<l,u>O where O<cr<i,p>O, C1 and Cz are positive 
constants. Then for any E > 0 there exists a constant K= K(E) > 0 such that 
for any O<h<l, u>O. 
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Define the sequence O=r(O) < r(l)=r,(6)c 2(2)=r,(6) c ... of T.v.3 by 
t(l)=inf(t: t>O, IW(t)l =S}, 
t(2) = inf{ t: t > z(l), ( W(t) - W(z( l))] = S}, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
z(n) = inf(t: t > r(n - l), 1 W(t) - W(r(n - l))/ = S}, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
and the sequence 0 = v(0) < v,(6) = v(1) < v,(6) = v(2) < .*. by 
v(l)=min{k:k>O, W(z(k))=O}, 
v(2) = min(k: k > v(l), W(z(k)) = O>, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
v(n) = min{k: k > v(n - l), W(t(k)) = 01, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...’ 
Let z(v(k)) = p(k) and for any x > 0 put 
n(x) = n(x, 6) = max{k: k > 0, p(k) < x}. 
Also introduce the notations 
and 
x, = dptk)) - vtdk - 1)) 
Y, = r1th r+k)) - ~(4 Ptk - 1)) 
z,=x,- Y,. 
(k = 1, 2,...), 
(k = 1, 2,...) 
The following lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 3. The r.u. ‘s X, , Y1, X2, Y2 ,.,. are mutually independent with 
Xi 2 Exp(G-I) (i= 1, 2,...), 
yi 2 0 with probability t, 
z Exp,(G-‘) with probability 4, 
2 Exp,(G-‘)+Exp,(S-‘) with probability $, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
where Exp(l) (resp. Expj(n)) denotes a r.v. having exponential distribution 
with parameter il and Exp,(F’), Exp,(G-‘),... are independent. 
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This lemma implies: 
LEMMA 4. For any - co < z < +oo, 6 > 0, n = 1,2 ,... we have 
P(IZ, +z,+ ... +z,\ >zW2) 
= P{ Itj(O, p(n)) - q(6, p(n))1 > z&z”2} 6 CeCc” 
where C > 0 is a constant, and may change from line to line. 
Applying the martingale inequality (see [4, p. 3141) as a consequence of 
Lemma 4 we obtain: 
LEMMA 5. 
P{y:f IdO, p(k)) - q(6, p(k))1 > zf3n1’2} d Ce-“. 
The following lemma is also known: 
LEMMA 6. 
P{n(x)>zd- } lx112 < ce - c2 
ifz<(logxS2)2. 
LEMMA 7. 
vsup sup I4a (P(k)? XI) - 1(4 (P(k), XIII 
kbn p(k)<xdp(k+ 1) 
ProoJ The following two inequalities 
and Lemma 3 imply our Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 8. 
P{lrf(O, x)-r](b, x)l >ziS”*x’“) < Cexp( -Cz112) 
provided that z < (log x 6 -2)2. 
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Proof. By Lemma 6 we have 
P{ Iq(0, x) -q(d, x)1 > 2 d”2x”4} 
= P{ [Q-(0, x)-r/(6, x)1 > 2 a”*x”4, n(x) > 6-‘z”4x”*} 
+ P{ Iq(O, x)-q(6, x)1 >z 81’2x1’4, n(x)~6-‘Z”4X”*} 
< C exp( - Cz l/*) 
+P{ sup bm P(k)) - v(k P(k))l ki e -l ,,4 
I x 
,,2, 
+ sup sup I?(03 (P(k), x)) - 1(& (P(k), x)1 
k~[6-1z’~4x’~*] p(k)<.x<p(k+l) 
2 z B”*x”4}. 
Applying Lemmas 5 and 7 one gets Lemma 8. 
Similarly one can get the following more general version of Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 9. For any ---co <u< +oo, O<a<b< 1, 6>0 z>O we have 
pi h(u~ (a, b)) - v(u + 4 (a, b))l >~6”~(b-a)~‘~}<Cexp(-Cz’/~) 
provided that z < (log((b - a) S-2))2. 
Applying Lemmas 2 and 9 (twice) one gets 
LEMMA 10. For any 6, h, z, L > 0 we have 
q sup sup sup Iq(u, (a, b)) - q(u + v, (a, b))l 
--L<u<L O<v<d O~,<$~l 
a. 
>z61’2h1’4} <Ch-‘6-‘exp(-Cz’/*) 
provided that z f (log(h Se*))*. 
A very simple calculation proves 
LEMMA 11. Lemma 10 remains true when L is replaced by infinity. 
Lemma 11 implies 








- co<u<m 0x2222~~1 
> zE1i2h’/4 
I 
< Cc-‘h-l exp( - Cz’/*) 
provided that z < (log(h&-*))*. 
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Let (W,(x); x>,O) and (W,(x); x 2 O> be two independent Wiener 
processes. Define W,(x) = W,(x) + A W;(x) (A > 0) and let H,(A, B), resp. 
qj(u, B) (i = 1, 2, 3), be occupation, resp. local, time of Wi( * ) (i = 1, 2, 3). 
We note 
LEMMA 13. Lemma 12 remains true when H, resp. 9, is replaced by Hi, 
resp. qi (i= 1,2, 3). 
The following lemma is also known (see [ 2, Lemma 4.1 I). 
LEMMA 14. For any E > 0 there exists a constant C = C(E) > 0 such that 
v sup sup q(u,(a,a+h))>zh”*}<Ch-‘exp 
--m<u<cc O<a<l 
Now we prove our 
LEMMA 15. 
provided that z G (log(h/A4’3))2. 
Proof: Clearly we have 
Ivl(u9 (a9 b)) - v3(up (a9 b))l 
G vI(u, (a, 6)) - 
H,((~-E, u+E), (a, 6)) 
2E 
+ H,((u- ~,u+~),(a,b)) H,((u--E-Az,u+~+Az),(a,b)) - 
2E 2E 
+ H,((u-&-Az,u+~+Az),(a,b)) H3((u--~,u+~),(a,b)) - 
2E 2E 
+ H,((u-&, u+E), (a, b)) 
2E 
-q3(u, (a, b)) =I, +z2+z3+z4. 
By Lemma 13 for i= 1,4 we get 








Applying Lemma 14 again we obtain: 
P{sup sup I, 2 2&p1h1’2 422) 
= P{sup sup I, 3 2E-‘hL’2 422, sup 1 W,(x)1 <z} 
O<x<l 
+ P { sup sup I, 3 2~ - ‘h “* AZ*, sup 1 W,(x)1 > z } 
o<.x< 1 
< Ch-’ exp( - Cz’). 
Choosing E = A2j3 we obtain our Lemma 15. 
As a simple reformulation of the above lemma we get 
LEMMA 16. 
P{sup sup 
u 02”;::’ Y1’2’vy+d 
(4 (4 b)) - Vy(K (a, b))l 
provided that z < (log h A-4’3)2. 
Lemmas 1 and 16 imply 
LEMMA 17. 
pi sup sup sup Y112 lVy,(& (a, b)) - ?JU, (a, b))l 
KLl<y-cy’<l u o~“;H~l 
y’-Y=Sd 
>zh1i4A1/3} ~CA-2/3h~1exp(-Cz1/2) 
provided that z < (log h A-4/3)2. 
Lemma 14 can be reformulated as follows 
LEMMA 18. For any E > 0 there exists a constant C = C(E) > 0 such that 
for any y>O 




Let yi= ih”” (i= 1,2,..., [h-““I). Applying Lemma 18 with .z = ((2 + 2.5) 
log h-1)“2 we obtain 
LEMMA 19. For any E > 0 there exists a constant C = C(E) > 0 such that 
P{ sup sup SUP 
l<i<[h-@] -co<ucm O<a<l-h 
Y!'~v,&, (a, a+h)) 
> ((2 + 2s) h log h-1)1’2} < Ch”‘2. 
Applying Lemma 17 with d = h, z = (Clog h-1)2 we get 
LEMMA 20. 
pi sup sup SUP (v')1'21tly4~, (a, w-?,(W (4 b))l 
Kh<y<y’<l - oo<“<co OdU<b$l 
y’-y<h b-ash 
B Ch7’12(log h-1)2} < Ch. 
Lemmas 19 and 20 together imply 
LEMMA 21. 
pP( sup sup SUP J'~'~v~(u, (a, a + h)) 2 Ch1’2(log h - I),} 
ChSy<l --oD<u<m OCa<l-h 
G Ch3j8. 
Applying Lemma 21 with h = h, = n- 16’3 by the Borel-Cantelli lemma we 
have 
lim sup sup sup sup 
Yl,2 y~y(u, (xv x + h,)) = o 
n-m Ch.<y<l --m<u< +m O&.x<l-h h;‘2(log h, 1)3 
with probability one. Now Theorem 1 easily follows from the fact that 
q,,(u, (x, x + h)) is an increasing function of h. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Following the method of proof presented in 
Theorem 1 one can prove 
Section 2 and applying 
THEOREM 2. There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that 
lim sup sup sup 
rt(% Cs,s+a)x Cc t+mco 
h’x0 a>O,,T>O Chcs<s+aCl --oo<u< +m h”2(log h - 1)3 
@Ch Ch<t<r+flGl 
with probability one. 
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THEOREM 3. For any 0 <E < 1 we have 
lim SUP SUP SUP 
Il(u, Cs,s+a)x IIt, r+m=, 
hb0 a>o,f9>0 &GS<S+.<l --03<“<00 
IrS<h ECl<f+/lCl 
h3’4(log h-1)3 
with probability one. 
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